We present a density-based topology optimization approach for designing compact wideband coaxial-to-waveguide transitions. To maximize the matching between a coaxial cable and a rectangular waveguide, the approach determines the conductivity distribution in a specified domain. The conductivity is optimized by a gradient-based optimization method that relies on finite-difference time-domain solutions to the 3D Maxwell's equations. The underlying optimization problem is strongly self-penalizing towards the lossless cases (a good conductor or a good dielectric), which typically leads to rapid convergence of the algorithm, unfortunately to a local optimum with bad performance. The self-penalization issue can be addressed by filtering the design variables combined with a continuation approach. In the continuation approach, we start with a large filter radius and solve a sequence of problems with decreasing filter radii. Typically, this approach allows the algorithm to converge to designs with good performance.
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The use of the basic continuation approach described above may in some cases result in small features in the design that appear when the filter radius becomes small. Such small features can increase the ohmic losses in microwave circuits, especially if they appear at the boundaries of the device. To prevent the appearance of such small features, we develop a non-linear filtering approach that uses a sequence of harmonic mean filters. The filtering approach comprises two phases. In the first phase, we use a continuation approach over the filter radius, where the filter radius is decreased until it reaches a specified strictly positive minimum value. This minimum value determines the size of the smallest features that might appear in the final design. In the second phase, we fix the filter radius to the final value used in phase one, and use a continuation approach that gradually increases the nonlinearity of the filter in order to obtain binary designs and to impose size control on the final design.
We present results for optimizing transitions between a 50-Ohm coaxial cable and a standard WR90 waveguide. When using the standard approach with only a continuation over the filter radius, we observe that the final design contains small features of sizes comparable to the mesh size. In contrast, when employing the two stage filtering approach, we are able to control the the minimum feature sizes in the final design. The numerical experiments indicate that the two-stage continuation approach makes it possible to impose minimum size control with minor impact on the performance of the design.
